Abstract. Direct methods for trajectory optimization are widely used for planning locally optimal trajectories of robotic systems. Most state-of-the-art techniques treat the discontinuous dynamics of contact as discrete modes and restrict the search for a complete path to a specified sequence through these modes. Here we present a novel method for trajectory planning through contact that eliminates the requirement for an a priori mode ordering. Motivated by the formulation of multi-contact dynamics as a Linear Complementarity Problem (LCP) for forward simulation, the proposed algorithm leverages Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) to naturally resolve contact constraint forces while simultaneously optimizing a trajectory and satisfying nonlinear complementarity constraints. The method scales well to high dimensional systems with large numbers of possible modes. We demonstrate the approach using three increasingly complex systems: rotating a pinned object with a finger, planar walking with the Spring Flamingo robot, and high speed bipedal running on the FastRunner platform.
Introduction
Trajectory optimization is a powerful framework for planning locally optimal trajectories for linear or nonlinear dynamical systems. Given a control dynamical system,ẋ = f (x, u), and an initial condition of the system x(0), trajectory optimization aims to design a finite-time input trajectory, u(t), ∀t ∈ [0, T ], which minimizes some cost function over the resulting input and state trajectories. There are a number of popular methods for transcribing the trajectory optimization problem into a finitely parameterized nonlinear optimization problem (see [2] ). Broadly speaking, these transcriptions fall into two categories: the shooting methods and the direct methods. In shooting methods, the nonlinear optimization searches over (a finite parameterization of) u(t), using a forward simulation from x(0) to evaluate the cost of every candidate input trajectory. In direct methods, the nonlinear optimization simultaneously searches over parameterizations of u(t) and x(t); here no simulation is required and instead the dynamics are imposed as a set of optimization constraints, typically evaluated at a selection of collocation points [9] . Mixtures of shooting and direct methods are also possible, and fall under the umbrella of multiple shooting.
Direct methods typically enjoy a considerable numerical advantage over the shooting methods. Shooting methods are plagued by poorly conditioned gradients; for instance, a small change in the input tape at t = 0 will often have a dramatically larger effect on the cost than a small change near time T . Direct methods can also be initialized with an initial guess for the state trajectory, x(t), which can often be easier to determine than an initial tape for u(t). A reasonable initial tape is generally helpful in avoiding problems with local minima. The resulting optimization problems are also sparse, allowing efficient (locally optimal) solutions with large-scale sparse solvers such as SNOPT [8] , and trivial parallel/distributed evaluation of the cost and constraints.
In this paper, we consider the problem of designing direct trajectory optimization methods for rigid-body systems with contact. This is an essential problem for robotics which arises in any tasks involving locomotion or manipulation. The collision events that correspond with making or breaking contact, however, greatly complicate the trajectory optimization problem as they result in large or impulsive forces and rapid changes in velocity. While it is possible to resolve contact through the use of continuous reaction forces like simulated springs and dampers, the resulting differential equations are typically stiff and require an extremely small time step, making trajectory optimization very inefficient. For numerical efficiency, a preferred method is to approximate contact as an autonomous hybrid dynamical system that undergoes discontinuous switching (see [20] ). The discrete transitions are fully autonomous as we can directly control neither the switching times nor the switching surface.
There are a number of impressive success stories for trajectory optimization in these hybrid models, for instance the optimization of an impressive 3D running gait [14] . These results primarily use direct methods. But they are plagued with one major short-coming -the optimization is constrained to operate within an a priori specification of the ordering of hybrid modes. For a human running where motion capture can provide a good initial guess on the trajectory, this may be acceptable. It is much more difficult to imagine a mode specification for a multi-fingered hand manipulating a complex object that is frequently making and breaking contact with different links on the hand. Perhaps as a result, there is an apparent lack of planning solutions for robotic manipulation which plan through contact -most planners plan up to a pre-grasp then activate a separate grasping controller. Indeed, the multi-contact dynamics engines used to simulate grasping [10, 11] do not use hybrid models of the dynamics, because the permutations of different possible modes grows exponentially with the number of links and contact points, and because hybrid models can be plagued by infinitely-frequent collisions (e.g., when a bouncing ball comes to rest on a surface). Instead, simulation tools make use of timestepping solutions that solve contact constraints using numerical solutions to a linear
